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CHAPTERR 1 

Loopp groups and positive energy representations 

Inn this chapter we review the theory of loop groups and their positive energy rep-
resentations.. The classic reference for this is the book [PS]. From a mathematical 
pointt of view, loop groups are examples of a class of infinite dimensional groups, the 
so-calledd mapping groups of the form Map(X, G) of maps from a manifold X to a 
Liee group G, for which X — Sl. In particular, one might hope that analysis on such 
mappingg spaces can be used to construct a representation theory for such groups, 
extendingg the usual theory for Lie groups, i.e., the case X = {pt.}. From a physical 
pointt of view, mapping groups usually appear as so-called gauge groups, that is, the 
groupss of automorphisms Aut(P) of a principal G-bundle P over X. Notice that 
whenn such a bundle P is trivial, one has Aut(P) = Map(X,G), but P need not be 
triviall  in general. Loosely speaking, the "classical" theory of gauge fields involves 
thee geometry of gauge groups and their actions, whereas the "quantum mechanics" 
off  such systems involves unitary representations of gauge groups. 
Itt is well known that not all representations have a physical meaning. In realistic 
modelss one usually requires the underlying Hilbert space of the theory to carry a 
representationn of the symmetry group of the underlying space X, e.g. the Poincaré 
groupp when X is Minkovski space, such that the generator of translations along the 
time-axiss is given by a selfadjoint, unbounded positive operator. This operator is 
usuallyy called the energy operator, hence the name for such representations to be of 
positivepositive energy. 

1.1.. Loop groups 

1.1.1.. Notation. Throughout, we let G be a compact connected Lie group with 
Liee algebra g. We choose a maximal torus T C G, with Lie algebra t C g. The 
integrall  lattice, that is, the kernel of the exponential map exp : t — T, is denoted by 
A c tt and its dual, called the weight lattice, by A*  C t*. The adjoint representation 
onn g, when restricted to T, induces the root decomposition of the complexified Lie 
algebraa gc = 0 <8> C, 

(1.1)) g e = t c : © 0 ga . 

Thee set of infinitesimal characters R C A*  of this representation of T is called the root 
systemm of G. The Weyl group W associated with the choice of maximal torus is defined 
byy W := NG(T)/T, where NG(T) denotes the normalizer in G. This is a finite group 
withh a natural action on t induced by the adjoint action, which preserves the integral 
lattice.. Dually, its action preserves the weight lattice A*  C t*  and permutes the set 
off  roots. Next, we choose a positive Weyl chamber t*+ Q t*, that is, a fundamental 
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domainn for the action of the Weyl group W on t* . This induces a decomposition 
RR = R+ U R~ into positive and negative roots. The weights in the Weyl chamber 
A*^A*^ = A* n t+ are called the dominant weights. 
Wee assume that the Lie algebra of G is equipped with an invariant inner product {  , }, 
thee Killin g form normalized such that the highest root am ax of 0 has length squared 
||«max||22 = 2. This is called the basic inner product. It allows us to identify g = g*. 
Lett I G N . The level £ alcove 21/ C t ; is defined as % = {X £ t ; . (A, am a x) <(,}. It is 
aa fundamental domain for the level ( action of the affine Weyl group WAR = W x A on 
tt given by (u>, V)  X = w  A + tv, (u\ v) € Watf, X G t*. The weights in A; = A*  n % 
aree called the dominant weights at level L The level 1 alcove is tradit ionally called 
thee fundamental (or Weyl) alcove, simply denoted by %. 

1.1 .2 .. L o o p g r o u p s . Let Sl = M/2TTZ be the standard circle parameterized by 
thee real variable 9. and G as above. The set Map (Sl, G) of continuous maps from the 
circlee to G inherits a group structure by the point-wise product of loops and thereby 
becomess a topological group when equipped with the topology of uniform convergence. 
Too tu rn this into a Lie group, one can make several choices. An obvious candidate 
iss given by considering the subspace C°°(Sl. G) of smooth loops, equipped with the 
s t ruc turee of a Fréchèt-Lie group. This Lie group is an infinite-dimensional manifold 
modeledd on its Lie algebra, the Fréchèt space C^°{Sl, g). For technical reasons that 
wil ll  become apparent later, we wil l make a different choice however, completing this 
groupp into a Hi lbert-Lie group. For this, we take the Sobolev completion Lgk := 
HkiSHkiS11,^).,^). k > 1/2, of the model space MapfS^.g) in the inner product 

(X-Y)(X-Y)kk==  f ((l + A)kX(6),Y(0))de. X.YeHk(S\g). 
JsJs1 1 

wheree A = -(d/d6)2 denotes the Laplacian on S1. Notice that, by the Sobolev 
embeddingg theorem, ^ . ( S "1 . g) consists of continuous maps. (For an n-dimensional 
manifoldd this is the case when k > n/2.) Using an embedding G —> RN for N 
largee enough, one defines Hk(S

l,G) C Hk(S
1MN) as the closed subset of loops that 

mapp into G C RN. This set has a natural Hubert manifold structure for which the 
mult ipl icationn and inversion map are smooth. It is this Hubert- Lie group that we wil l 
calll  the loop group of G. denoted by LG. With this notation, we have the continuous 
inclusionn Co c(51 .G ') C LG, where the subset carries its finer Fréchèt topology. In 
fact,, one has the usual chain of inclusions of Sobolev spaces 

...CH...CHk+2k+2(S\G)CH(S\G)CHk+lk+l (S\G)CH(S\G)CHkk(S\G). (S\G). 

Thee inverse limi t topology on the intersection the Hk's over all k coincides with the 
Fréchètt topology, and gives the isomorphism of Fréchèt Lie groups 

(1.2)) Coc(S\G)= p| Hk(S\G). 

A > l / 2 2 

Evaluat ionn at the chosen basepoint 6 — 0 of Sl induces a map ev0 : LG —*  G. if H-
V?(0),, if € LG. The based loop group UG C LG is by definition the kernel of the 
evaluat ionn map, QG = {f 6 LG. f{0) = e}. This induces an isomorphism LG = 
GG x QG, where G acts on QG by conjugation. From this decomposition one easily 
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readss off that 

(1.3)) MLG) *£ TTifG), 7n(LG) ^ 7n(G), ?r2(LG) S TT3(G) = Z, 

sincee G is connected and ^ ( G) = 0 for any compact Lie group. To ensure that LG 
iss connected, we will restrict ourselves to simply connected Lie groups G. 

1.2.. Central extensions 

Ann interesting feature of the theory of loop groups is the existence of natural nontrivial 
centrall  extensions, see also [PS] chapter 4. Recall that a central extension of LG by 
TT is given by a short exact sequence of groups 

(1.4)) 1 -> T -> LG -  LG -  1, 

suchh that LG contains T in its center. It follows that the quotient LG/T is isomorphic 
too LG. Since LG and T are Lie groups, it may seem natural to require the extension 
too be smooth as well. In the case of positive energy representations of loop groups this 
iss correct, but in general notice the following: The real interest in central extension 
comess from the existence of projective representations of groups, i.e., homomorphisms 
too PU(H), the projective unitary group of a Hilbert space H, since the pull-back of 
thee canonical central extension of PU(H) by the unitary group U(H) gives a central 
extension.. Nonetheless, it is known that requiring such representations to be smooth is 
inn general too restrictive, and one will not find a smooth central extension. Therefore 
onee allows merely continuous representations and the induced central extension is 
continuous,, but need not be smooth. However, for loop groups and the class of 
representationss we will use here (positive energy representations), the induced central 
extensionn turns out to be smooth, as we will see below. 
AA central extension of LG induces a central extension of the Lie algebra Lg, 

0 ^ R ^ L g ^ L g - > 0 . . 

Ass a vector space, one has LQ = Lg © R, but its Lie algebra structure is given by 

K6,Ai),(6,A2)]] = ([&, &], c(6,6)), 
wheree  ̂ E Lg, A, G M, i = 1,2. Here c : Lg x Lg —> R is a smooth Lie algebra 
cocycle,, i.e., an antisymmetric bilinear form that satisfies 

c([ZM>C)-c([{,t],ri)+c([T,,cU)c([ZM>C)-c([{,t],ri)+c([T,,cU)  = o. 
Now,, for any Ad-invariant inner product ( , ) : g x g -> M there is a Lie algebra 
cocyclee defined by 

(1.5)) c(£,77)= / (£,dT7>, 

and,, consequently, a central extension of LQ. In fact, for g semi-simple, any Lie 
algebraa cocycle is of this form, and this gives all central extensions. On the other 
hand,, a bilinear form on g gives rise to a Lie algebra cocycle of degree 3 by 

(1.6)) x(^fiX) = (t,h(}), <£,*?,< e 0, 

andd therefore to a class [x]  € H îe(Q,M.). By left translation, one obtains a closed left 
invariantt 3 form on G, also denoted by \i which induces a class [x]  € H3(G,18L). (In 
fact,, for compact connected G this induces isomorphisms H£ie(g,W) = H*(G,W).) 
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Sincee the central extension (1.4) forms a principal T-bundle over LG, it is topologically 
classifiedd by its first Chern class c\ G i ?2(LG, Z). When G is simply connected, 
onee has H2(LG,Z) = H'3(G,Z) by transgression along the J7G-bundle LG over G. 
Combiningg these two facts, one finds that a given central extension of LG induces 
aa Li e algebra extension of Lg for which the associated degree 3 cohomology class 
[x][x]  e H3(G,Z) lies in the integral lattice H3(G,Z) C H3(G.R). Conversely, when 
thee inner product {  , ) on g gives rise to an integral cohomology class in #3 ( G , Z ), 
onee finds that the left translat ion of (1.5) gives a left invariant 2-form uu which is 
integral,, i.e., [to]  £ H2{LG.11). Associated to such a 2-form is a line bundle L with 
connectionn V, unique up to isomorphism, with curv{\/) = — 2nitu, i.e., c\(L) = [LU], 
(Technically,, this follows from the fact that LG is a Hilbert manifold, and therefore 
admi tss part i t ions of unity subordinate to a given covering.) One then considers the 
subgroupp of Aut (L , V) consisting of connection preserving automorphisms of L that 
coverr the LG-action on itself by left translation. This evidently defines a central 
extensionn of LG, and by differentiation at the identity one finds that the induced Lie 
algebraa extension agrees with the initial one. Notice that this construction uses the 
factt t hat LG, for G simply connected, is also simply connected, by (1.3). 
Whenn G is simple, recall that #3 ( G , Z) = Z, so the central extension is determined 
byy an integer £ £ Z called the level of the central extension. The central extension 
att level 1 is called the basic extension since it corresponds by (1.5) to the basic inner 
productt of g. Al l others are obtained by multiplication with L 

Lett Gc be the complexification of G. Any central extension of LG by T extends to a 
centrall  extension of the complexified loop group LG<c by C*, 

11 -  C*  -+ LGC -> LGC -  1. 

Thee associated central extension of the Lie algebra Lgc is given by extending the 
innerr product ( , ) on g to a complex bilinear form on gc a nd using the cocycle (1.5). 
Thee Li e algebra Lg and its central extensions contain some interesting subalgebras. 
Recalll  that we regard Lg as a Banach-Lic algebra by considering loops of Sobolev 
classs k > 1/2. Associated is a chain of inclusions  C Hk+i(Sl,g) C HkiS1,^) of 
Banach-Liee algebras consisting of higher Sobolev spaces. Its inverse limi t identifies 
wit hh the smooth Lie algebra C°°(Sl ,g), which is a Fréchèt-Lie algebra. Al l these 
subalgebrass inherit a central extension from Lg given by restriction of the cocycle 
(1.5).. Al l these subalgebras can more or less be considered to be "equal". 
AA more drastic restriction is given by the subalgebra Lpol@ C Lg tr igonometric polyno-
mialss with values in g. I t complexification Lpolgc is generated by £(n) — e~m6*£, £ € 
gc-- The induced central extension is denoted by gc, and is often referred to as the 
affinee Li e algebra, a special example of the more general class of Kac Moody algebra 
[K] .. I t s Lie bracket is given by 

(1.7)) [£(m),7?(n)] = [£,?/](m + n) + m5m+n,0 <£, 77)

Thee algebraic theory of such algebras and their representation theory is described in 
[K] .. We wil l not use it in this thesis. 

1 .2 .1.. T he aff ine c o a d j o i nt ac t i on. Any Lie group acts on its Lie algebra by 
thee adjoint action, and this induces the coadjoint action on the dual of the Lie algebra. 
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Thee interest for this action comes from the "Kirillo v principle", which asserts a corre-
spondencee between certain (integral) coadjoint orbits and irreducible representations 
off  the group, see section 1.4. 
Sincee the torus T in the central extension of LG is central, its action on Lg is trivial 
soo that the adjoint action of the central extension reduces to an action of LG, given 
by y 

(1.8)) ifi.(^\)=(ip&-\\-(<p~1d<p^)L2), ^ L S , A G M . 

Heree ( , )L 2 denotes the L2 inner product on Lg given by 

(1-9)) &V)L*  = IT f\m,v(0))dO. 
^  ̂ Jo 

Thiss is evidently Ad-invariant for the action of LG, since {  , ) is G-invariant. However, 
noticee that Lg is not complete with respect to this inner product. On the other hand, 
thee Sobolev inner product on Lg is obviously not LG-invariant. 
Insteadd of the full dual of the Lie algebra Lg with respect to the L2 inner product, 
considerr the dense subspace Lg" :— fi 1(51.fl) , the space of g-valued differential forms 
off  Sobolev class k — 1, where the duality is given by combining the inner product in 
00 with integration over S1. Then the coadjoint action dual to (1.8) is given by 

(1.10)) ip  {AJ) = (Ad^(A) - M / v ~ V ) A G Lg\£e E. 

Identifyingg Lg*  with the hyperplane Lg* x {£} C Lg, the action of LG above restricts 
too the affine coadjoint action at level £ on Lg*. If we restrict attention to £ — 1, we 
cann regard elements of Lg*  as connections on the trivial G-bundle over S1, with the 
affinee coadjoint action of LG identified as the usual action of the gauge group of the 
circle,, given by 

(1.11)) <p-A = Ad^{A) -dip^~l. 

Thee holonomy of a connection gives a map Hoi : Lg*  —> G, which is equivariant with 
respectt to the evaluation mapping: Hol((/?  A) = (p(0)Ho\(A)(p(0)~l. In fact, this 
smoothh submersion represents the quotient map by the action of flG. It therefore 
givess the G-equivariant isomorphism Lg* /QG = G. We will embed g ^ Lg*, by 
££ i—» £<i#, ( £ g. Then the quotient by the full LG-action on Lg*  induces the series of 
bijections s 

(1.12)) Lg*/LG =*  l/Waff = 51 = T/W <*  Conj(G). 

Thiss induces the natural stratification of the Weyl alcove 21 into faces according to 
thee orbit type of the action of LG on Lg*  (or G on itself). The dense open stratum 
correspondss to orbits with isotropy group isomorphic to the maximal torus T of G. 

1.3.. Positive energy representations 

Assumee G now to be simple. Instead of considering arbitrary (projective) unitary 
representationss of loop groups, we restrict ourselves to an interesting subclass, the 
so-calledd positive energy representations, characterized by the following conditions: 
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D e f i n i t i o nn 1.1. A Positive energy representation of LG on a Hubert space H is 
aa projective uni tary representation of the semi-direct product Ro t (51) ix LG, i.e.. a 
stronglyy continuous homomorphism 

7TT : Rot (51) tx LG -r PU(H). 

suchh that the action of Rot fS1) lift s to a representation that acts with positive spec-
t rum,, and induces a decomposition of the Hilbert space 

tftf  = 0J7(n). 
n>0 0 

wheree each H(n) is finit e dimensional. 

Noticee that the lif t of the projective action of R o t ^1 ) is unique up to multiplication 
byy a character, which we have fixed by making the lowest energy eigenspace have 
energyy 0. We denote the action of RotfS1) on H by Re, so that we have the identity 

Ron{^p)R*oRon{^p)R*o — ir{Roip). f 6 LG, 

wheree Ro^(s) — ip(s — 9). By Stone's theorem, this action is generated by an un-
boundedd selfadjoint operator d on H, 

HoHo = e 

and.. by the positive energy condition, d has positive, integral spectrum. 
Sincee G C LG commutes with the Rot(S^-act ion, one finds that each H(k) carries 
aa projective representation of G. As is well known, this representation lift s to a 
representat ionn of a finit e covering of G. Therefore, when G is simply connected, each 
H(k)H(k) is a finite dimensional G-module, and the G-action commutes with the action 
off  R o t ^1 ) . 
A ss usual in the representation theory of Lie groups on infinite dimensional spaces, the 
Li ee algebra LQ does not act on H, but rather on its dense subspace of smooth vectors. 
I nn fact, the intertwining rotat ion action provides natural domains for the action of 
variouss Li e subalgebras of LQ. In general, using the exponential map in LG, one finds 
aa strongly continuous one parameter family of operators t i—> ir(expLGtX) G PU(H) 
forr every X G LQ. Liftin g to U(H) there is, by Stone's theorem, an unbounded 
operator,, denoted TT(X) , such that 

7r(expLGA' )) =exp7 r (X) 

inn PU(H). Now. let / / f i n be the algebraic direct sum @n > 0 H(n), i.e., the subspace of 
finit ee energy vectors. This subspace is an invariant core for the operators ir(X). X e 
LLPO1PO1Q.Q. Since in the definition we have chosen a lift , we must fix an additive constant 
byy sett ing 

Next,, define the Sobolev spaces Hk as the completions of Hüu with respect to the 
norm m 

IHk=||( l+rf) f cr| |--
wheree (l+d)k is defined by means of the spectral theorem. Again we have inclusions 
. . .. QHk+i  C i ^ . a nd 

(1.13)) H~:=f\Hk 

k-k-
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iss the subspace of smooth vectors for the rotation action of Ro t (51) . It follows from 
thee estimates in [GW] that Hk+i  carries a projective representation of the Banach 
Li ee algebra Lgk- These Lie algebra operators satisfy 

[n(X)MY)][n(X)MY)] = ir([X,Y])+i£c{X,Y), VX , Y <E Lgk. 

Thiss action therefore extends to a true representation of the smooth central extension 
off  LQ associated with the cocycle c. Taking exponents, this defines a unitary represen-
tat ionn of the corresponding central extension of LG on Hk+i, since LG is connected 
andd simply connected. Since each inclusion Hk+1 <̂-> H is dense, this representation 
iss the restriction of the given projective uni tary representation of LG on H, and one 
observes: : 

P r o p o s i t i o nn 1.2. For any positive energy representation H, the pull-back of the 

centralcentral extension of PU(H) to LG is smooth. 

Soo the pull back of the canonical central extension 

11 -  T -  U{H) -> PU{H) -> 1 

alongg the homomorphism IT : LG —> PU(H) is in fact a smooth extension of LG. As 

wee have seen, for G simple, the central extensions are classified by a positive integer 

LL In this context, it is referred to as the level of the representation, and alternatively 

determiness the character by which the central T acts. Next, we have: 

T h e o r e mm 1.3. Let H be an irreducible positive energy representation of LG. Then 

H(0)H(0) is a finite dimensional irreducible G-module isomorphic to H(0) = V\ for some 

AA € A*  a dominant weight satisfying 

<A,Qmax)) < L 

Furthermore,Furthermore, H(0) determines H uniquely; if H and H' are irreducible and H(0) = 

H'(Q)H'(Q) as G-modules, then H = H'. 

P R O O F.. When H is irreducible as an LG-module, Hün is algebraically irreducible for 
L p o lö,, since this Lie algebra generates a dense subgroup of LG under the exponential 
map.. Write 

£poI0cc = gc[2]©gc©0c[2-1] , 

wheree z = e27" 0, and observe that Qc[z] lowers energy whereas 0c[^_ 1] raises energy. 
Usingg the commutat ion relations in L p o lgc , one finds that i / f i n is generated by the 
actionn of 0c[ z~l ]  o n H(0). But then it is clear that H(Q) must be an irreducible 
gc-module,, since otherwise the action of L p o lgc on an irreducible summand in H(0) 
producess a nontrivial LG-invariant subspace. Standard representation theory of the 
finit ee dimensional Lie algebra Qc implies the existence of a highest weight vector 
v\v\ e H(0), A e A* , unique up to scalar. This is constructed using s[(2)-triples 
{Ei,Fi,Hi},{Ei,Fi,Hi},  i = l,...,\R+\ with Elvx = 0, Htvx = \{Hi)vx. Now consider E = 
EEmtLXmtLX(l),(l), F = Fm a x( - 1 ) , where Emax, Fm ax correspond to the maximal root am a x. 
Usingg the commutat ion relations (1.7). one finds H := \E,F] = Hm ax + £, and one 
easilyy checks the s[(2) relations, 

[H,E][H,E]  = 2K [H,F]  = -2E. 
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Noww Ev\ = 0, since vx has energy zero and Hvx = (£ - (amax,X))vx. In sl(2), one 
showss by induction that [E. Fk+l]  = (k + l)Fk(H - k). Now one computes 

(F(Fkk++ llvvxx.F.Fk+1k+1vvxx))HH = (F*Fk+ivx,F
kux) 

==  (EFk+1vx.F
kvx) 

==  (k + l)(t - (Qm„ . A) - k) (Fkvx.F
kvx) 

== > 0. Vfc, 

andd the bound follows. Next, suppose that two irreducible representations H and H' 
havee ƒƒ(()) ^ H'{{))  by mapping v  ̂ v'. Then the map U(Xv) = Xv' for X e LpoiQC 

iss isometric since, again, we can use the commutat ion relations (1.7) to write X as a 
summ of monomials X+xX with X+ e flc[~]-  ? e 9c and X _ e 0c[~- 1] - and therefore 
thee norm \\Xv\\ only depends on ||r|| and the X. Extending this map from HtUj to 
HH defines a unitary isomorphism.

P r o p o s i t i o nn 1.4. Any positive energy representations is discretely reducible, i.e., is 
isomorphicisomorphic to a direct sum of irreducibles. 

P R O O F.. Let H be a positive energy representation. Since H(ü) is a finite dimensional 
G-module,, it decomposes into irreducibles. Pick an irreducible V C H(0) and look at 
thee closure in H of the algebraic submodule in Hhn generated by the action of I p o lgc 
onn V. This wil l be an LG-invariant subspace E of H with £"(0) = V since, as we 
havee seen above, Eün is generated by the action of energy raising operators in Lpolgc. 
Sincee V has energy zero, the LG-action extends to Rot^S1) tx LG. We claim that E 
iss irreducible for Rot fS1) ix LG: Suppose we have a nontrivial operator T G B(E) 
commut ingg with Rot fS1) x LG. Since E is cyclically generated by its zero energy 
subspacee V, the action of T is determined by its action on V, and since it commutes 
wit hh Rot fS1) it must map V into V. and T e G' C End(V). But V is irreducible and 
thereforee T = 1, so E is irreducible for R o t ( 5: ) r< LG. 

Next,, observe that an irreducible RotfS1) ix LG module must be LG-irreducible. for 
supposee there is an nontrivial operator T e B(E) that commutes with LG. but not 
withh Rot fS1) K LG. Define 

TTqq = ^~ r e'^ReTRldd. 
Z7;Z7; Jo 

thenn Tq is bounded and commutes with LG and maps E(k) —> E(k + q). Since 
T*T* =T-q, we must have Tq  ̂ 0 for some q < 0. This Tq must annihilate V. since this 
hass lowest energy, but since V generates E under the action of LG. Tq = 0. Therefore 
EE must be irreducible for LG. 

Finally,, to decompose H. now consider E1- and apply the same procedure to find an 
irreduciblee subspace, etc. Since H is a discrete sum of representations of the compact 
groupp Rot(5'1) x G, this procedure exhausts the Hubert space.

1 .3 .1 .. T h e S e g a l - S u g a w a ra c o n s t r u c t i o n. Let H be a positive energy repre-
sentat ionn of LG. By restriction one finds a representation of the Kac-Moody algebra 
0cc on Hhn. Let c denote the dual Coxeter number of G. Now choose a complex basis 
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Xj.Xj. 7 = 1 , . . ., dim g of gc and define 

/dimm g dim g \ 

(1.14)) Lo = ^ ^ y ( ^ ^(O)X'(O) + 2 £ £ X z ( - n ) X » ) , 
i= ll  n>0 i = l 

ayy well as 
dimg g 

Lnn = V V Xi(-m)Xi{m + n). 
vv ' mgZ 2 = 1 

Then,, using the commutation relations (1.7), one finds that 

tt dim g 3 . 
[£m,, £n] = (m - n)Lm+n + i 2 (m - m)dm + n.0 

Thiss Lie algebra is known as the Virasoro algebra, Vir . It forms a central extension of 
thee complexified polynomial vector fields Vect^^S1), i.e., there is an exact sequence 

00 -> C -> Vir -» VectJ^S1) -> 0. 

Inn this sequence, L n maps to -zn+ld/dz. This central extension extends to the larger 
Liee algebra VectcfS"1) ^VectiS1) ® C of complexified vector fields on S1. It is well 
knownn that there is no complex Lie group that has VectcfS1) as its Lie algebra, so 
thiss extension cannot come from a central extension of complex Lie groups. The real 
partt Vect(Sl) of smooth vector fields on the circle however is the Lie algebra of the 
groupp Diff+fS1) of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms on the circle. This group 
iss naturally a Fréchèt-Lie group, but notice that it cannot be completed to a Banach-
Liee group. It contains PSX(2,M), acting by fractional linear transformations on the 
circle,, as a subgroup, as well as Rot(51). The real part of the above central extension 
off  Lie algebras comes from a central extension of Lie groups, namely 

11 -» T — Diff^S1) -> Diff+fS1) -> 1. 

Inn contrast to loop groups, this extension is topologically trivial and completely de-
terminedd by the Lie algebra extension, which is given by the cocycle 

Thiss cocycle is also known as the Bott Virasoro cocycle. On the subalgebra Vect£° (S1). 
itt reduces to the cocycle appearing in the commutation relations above. Observe that 
itt is trivial over the subgroups PSL(2,R) and Rot(Sl) of DifffS1). 
Givenn this fact, one may wonder if the representation of the Virasoro algebra integrates 
too a representation of a central extension of Diff^S"1) determined by £dimg/(̂  -f c)-
timess the Bott-Virasoro cocycle. This integration problem was positively solved in 
[GW] ,, so one finds that, on any positive energy representation, the action of Rot(51) 
extendss to a projective unitary action of Diff +(5'1). In [PS], an alternative argument 
too this effect is given using ideas from vertex algebras. 
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1.4.. The Borel-Weil theorem 

Theoremm 1.3 settles the question of uniqueness of irreducible positive energy repre-
sentations,, but it does not say anything about existence. As for finite dimensional 
groups,, this can be solved in two ways: For classical G one can take a Weyhlike ap-
proachh in taking tensor products of a specific representation, called the fundamental 
representation.. We will discuss this later. For general compact connected simply 
connectedd Lie groups, there is another beautiful geometric construction, generalizing 
thee Borel-Weil construction for finite dimensional G. As is well known, there is a 
reformulationn of this result such that it becomes a special case of the so called or-
bitt philosophy. This brings in the perspective of quantization, which is why we will 
presentt it from this point of view. 

1.4.1.. Coadjoint orbits. For any A <E LQ* we denote the coadjoint orbit passing 
throughh X by Ox Q LQ\ i.e., Ox = {LG  A} . As stated in section 1.2.1. there is a 
bijectivee correspondence, given by the holonomy mapping, between affine coadjoint 
orbitss and conjugacy classes. In particular, since the action of LG on 0\ is transitive, 
theree is a diffeomorphism 

Ox=LGjLGOx=LGjLGxx. . 
Byy the holonomy map, the isotropy group LG\ of A 6 Lg* is isomorphic to LG\ = 
GGHolHol(\),(\), the isotropy group of the conjugacy action at Hol(A) 6 G. For compact con-
nected,, simply connected Lie groups, these isotropy groups are known to be compact 
andd connected. Alternatively, introduce the covariant derivative by 

(1-15)) dA -.Lg^Lg*. dAS = <%+[A,t],  £ELQ. 

Thee generating vector field for the LG-action (1.11) on LQ*. associated to £ <E £g, is 
givenn by v$(A) = -dA£. Therefore the Lie algebra of LGX equals ker(c^). which is 
finit ee dimensional by ellipticity of dA. Observe that, by elliptic regularity, this kernel 
consistss of smooth loops and one finds in fact that LG\ C C°°(S1,G). Taking the L2 

complement,, one finds a decomposition 

LQLQ = kerdA 0 (kerd^. 

Thee tangent space to G\ at A e LQ* then identifies as TAÖ\ = (kerd^)-1 and gives 
G\G\ its structure of a Hilbert manifold of finite codimension in LQ*. The geometry 
off  coadjoint orbits is very similar to the geometry of coadjoint orbits of compact Lie 
groupss [Frl]. 
Firstt of all. and this is in fact the starting point of the orbit-philosophy, the ö\ are 
canonicallyy symplectic manifolds. The symplectic structure on ö\ is given by the 
usuall  Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau form 

t1-16)) uA(vs,vv)=<b  (£,dAr}),  £,J)£LQ. 

JsJs1 1 

Togetherr with the inclusion ö\ <̂-> LQ* as the moment map, these coadjoint orbits 
becomee examples of what we will later call Hamiltonian LG-spaces. For now, it is 
importantt to realize that the above moment map is only equivariant with respect to 
thee affine coadjoint action (1.11). 
Recall,, see e.g. [W] , that a symplectic manifold M is said to be prequantizable if 
theree exists a a so called prequantum line bundle L with c\ (L) = [a;]. By a theorem of 
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Weill  and Kost ant, which also holds in our case of Hubert manifolds, a necessary and 
sufficientt condition is that [u]  € H2(M,Z) (recall that the Chern classes are integral). 
Inn our case, i.e., 0X} this translates into the fact that the orbit should pass through 
aa dominant weight at level I, so that we consider Ox for AeAJ. The weight A is the 
differentiall  of a character 

XxXx  T - C, 

andd this character extends to the larger group LG\. Denote this one dimensional 
representationn of LG\ by CA, and define the line bundle 

LLxx =LG><LG X
 C A -

1.4.2.. Kahler structure. The next point concerns the fact that the coadjoint 
orbitss are homogeneous Kahler manifolds. The associated complex structure can be 
describedd in several ways: First, consider the Hodge *-operator Ü.°{Sl, Q) -> fi^S1, fl). 
Thee formal adjoint of dA with respect to the L2-inner product can be written as 
d*d*AA = - * dA * . The Laplacian AA = -d*AdA, is a positive definite operator on the 
tangentt space TAÖA, i.e., is positive and has no kernel. Notice that when A = 0, this 
iss simply the ordinary Laplacian A on the circle. Consider now the operator 

JJAA = *dA/\ *dA\ 

onn TAÖ\, where of course \ * dA\ = A1/2. Evidently, this operator has norm 1 
andd satisfies J\ = - 1 . This gives a homogeneous Kahler structure on Ox, whose 
associatedd Kahler metric is given by 

g(vt,vg(vt,vvv)) =  fV{\dA\t{e)M0))M' 
^  ̂ Jo 

Ass for the finite dimensional coadjoint orbits, there is a description of this complex 
structuree in terms of the roots. For example, consider the coadjoint orbit passing 
throughh 0 e Lg*, O0 = LG/G = QG. The decomposition of the complexified Lie 
algebra a 

L$cL$c = ™ 0c © 0c © m+0c, 
intoo elements with only negative, zero and positive Fourier coefficients clearly identifies 
thee complexified tangent space as 

ToOGG <g> C = m"0c © m+gc-

Noticee that m~0C is simply the completion of the algebra ö c ^- 1 ] C £po l0c in ^0c-
Complexx conjugation identifies m 0c and m+0C, so we get a complex structure by 
lettingg J act as -i on m"0C and as i on m+0C. It is not difficult to check that this 
definitionn coincides with the description above. Since m+ forms a Lie subalgebra, i.e., 
iss closed under the Lie bracket, this complex structure is integrable and gives QG 
aa homogeneous Kahler structure. Alternatively, and more directly, the factorization 
theoremm for loop groups [PS] gives an isomorphism 

LG/G^LGc/Gg, LG/G^LGc/Gg, 

wheree G  ̂ C LGC denotes the subgroup of loops that admit a holomorphic extension 
too the unit disk D = {z e C, \z\ < 1}  in the complex plane that S1 bounds. In a 
matrixx representation of G, this subgroup consists of matrix valued functions with 
positivee Fourier coefficients, and its Lie algebra clearly equals gc © m+0C. Since it 
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iss a closed complex subgroup of LGQ, the complex structure is evident from this 
description. . 
Next,, consider a generic coadjoint orbit ö\. Under the isomorphism (1.12), such an 
orbitt corresponds to a point in the dense open stratum of 21 and therefore one has 
LG\LG\ = T, and Ox = LG/T. Recall the root decomposition (1.1) of gc. With this 
onee finds 

rAC?A<8>C^Lflc/tĉ ^ f m - 0C e 0 0a) © ( m +
0 c e 0 0Q j , 

VV agfî  / V a<ER+ / 

andd again this decomposition of the complexified tangent space gives an alternative 
descriptionn of the complex structure on ö\. The Lie algebra 

b+0cc = t c@ 0 0 a e m+ 0 C 

a<ER+ a<ER+ 

exponentiatess to the subgroup B+Gc C LGC. defined by 

B+GB+Gcc = {ipe HoI(D, Gc) , v?(0) e S } , 

wheree B is the standard Borcl subgroup of Gc, with Lie algebra 

bb = tc© 0 0«. 
aeR+ aeR+ 

Againn there is an diffeomorphism 

LG/TLG/T ^ LGc/B+Gc, 

fromm which the homogeneous Kahler structure is clear. 

1.4.3.. Quantization. Given the Kahler structure on ö\, the prequantum line 
bundlee becomes holomorphic and, following the standard procedure of geometric 
quantizationn [W] , one considers the vector space of holomorphic sections. First, 
observee that the central extension of LGC is trivial over the subgroup Gg, since the 
cocyclee (1.5) vanishes by Stokes' theorem. Any character xx  T -> T extends to 
TTcc and subsequently to B C Gc. Evaluation at the origin induces a homomorphism 
BB++ GGcc —> B, and one observes that the character extends to Xx  B+Gc -  ̂ C. The 
prequantumm line bundle can be written as the complex homogeneous line bundle 

L\L\ = LGc x B + G c CA-

Thee fundamental Borel-Weil theorem for loop groups now reads: 

Theoremm 1.5 ([PS]). The topological vector space 

T[=H°(Ox,LT[=H°(Ox,Lxx) ) 

containscontains a dense LG-stable Hilbert subspace that carries an irreducible positive energy 
representationrepresentation at level £ with highest weight A G A|. 

Recalll  that a Hilbert subspace of a topological vector space F is given by a subspace 
HH C T that has a Hilbert space structure that turns the inclusion into a continuous 
linearr map with dense image. Given this situation, one finds by Riesz' theorem a 
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densee inclusion of the antidual r t := T (i.e., the complex conjugate of the dual 
space)) of T into H, so that one finds a triple 

rff c H c r. 
Thiss is called a Gelfand triple, or a rigged Hilbert space. Notice that usually such a 
riggingg of a given Hilbert space H is defined in the other way, by taking the antidual 
off  a dense subspace of smooth vectors for an unbounded self adjoint operator on H. 
Thee Borel Weil theorem above is remarkable since there is no LG-invariant measure 
onn ö\, and there is no "obvious" construction of the Hilbert subspace. Therefore, let 
uss sketch the proof: First the description of Ll

x as a homogeneous line bundle easily 
gives s 

T{T{ ^ {s : LGC -  C, s holomorphic, s(gb) = Xx(tys{g),g G LGC, b e B+Gc}-

Thee representation of Rot(51) x LGc is induced by its geometric action on LGc, which 
iss holomorphic. Locally, one finds that the holomorphicity of the sections forces the 
rotationn action to have positive spectrum. Essential in the construction of the Hilbert 
subspacee is the existence of a highest weight vector v\ e T{, unique up multiplication 
byy a complex scalar. Existence of this vector can be deduced by analyzing the natural 
stratificationn on LGc, and defines an embedding I : (T^)*  Te

x by the equation 
i(s)(<p)i(s)(<p) = s((f>  v\). This defines an sesquilinear form {  , ) on the antidual of Tx by 

(s(suuss22)) = s2(i(si)), si,s2 e (r5i )
t, 

andd an argument going back to Garland [Ga] using the Casimir and the rotation 
actionn shows that this form is positive definite [PS]. The Hilbert space H\ is defined 
ass the completion of (Tffl in this inner product. Evidently, it carries a positive energy 
representationn of LG and is irreducible by the transitivity of the LG-action. 
Thee existence of a Hilbert subspace structure is surprising since loop groups do not 
admitt an invariant measure. What is essential in its construction is the fact that 
theree is a natural Rot(Ŝ -action, and the fact that coadjoint orbits contain a dense 
subspacee that is an inductive limit of projective algebraic variety. This should be 
contrastedd with the quantization of the moduli spaces of flat connections: These 
infinitee dimensional spaces do not have an ind-structure, nor is there a natural Rot(5'1) 
action. . 




